
Van Wert Early Childhood Center Traffic Information:

  1. School Zone - Reduced Speed Limit: the speed limit on E. Ervin Rd. is reduced to 20mph between 7:30 a.m. - 8:30 a.m. and 2:15 p.m. - 3:15 p.m.
       Restricted hours are adjusted to accommodate school delays. 
  2. Morning Drop Off: 
       Lane 1: STOP and drop off your child. The fire lane is a NO PARKING ZONE, do not pull off here.
       Lane 2: Drive through only. DO NOT stop. Please make your way to the parking lot where you can park and walk your child to the building.
       Lane 3: Drive through only. DO NOT stop. Please make your way to the parking lot where you can park and walk your child to the building.
  3. Afternoon Pick Up: 
       Lane 1: STOP and pick up your child. Remain in your vehicle, a staff member will bring your child to you. 
       Lane 2: STOP and pick up your child. Remain in your vehicle, a staff member will bring your child to you. (This is different from the morning traffic flow.)
       Lane 3: Drive through only. DO NOT stop. Please make your way to the parking lot where you can park and walk to the building to pick up your child.

*PLEASE use the cross walk at all times when making your way between your vehicle and the building. 
**The ECC drive is ONE WAY. Please drive past the building and then make your way to the parking lot. DO NOT pull into the parking lot from the first entry. 
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Buckeye Drive

DO NOT ENTER

A.M. & P.M Drive thru to parking lot ONLY
*A.M. Drive thru; P.M. Stop and pick up*
A.M. & P.M. STOP and drop o� / pick up

FIRE LANE - NO PARKING

Buses Only - DO NOT ENTER


